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Multiple trendlines must cohere for humanity to reach a globally sustainable energy stance. The 

demand side trends include: conservation measures retrofitted to the developed world; and increased 

energy consumption by the developing world as its standard of living aspires to first-world standards. 

The supply side trends include: direct and external costs of continued use of petroleum; displacement 

of petroleum sources in the marketplace by carbon-neutral hydrocarbons (biofuels); development of 

hydrogen-based alternatives to hydrocarbons for mobile power plants; commitment by various 

nations to fixed-location “green” energy sources; potential approval of and commitment to increased 

use of nuclear power; and emergent energy technologies. 

One possibility for the latter category is power from space (called space solar power, SSP). First 

conceived in the 1960s, the concept of collecting solar energy in space and transmitting it wirelessly 

to the surface of the Earth for introduction into terrestrial energy grids has undergone episodic 

periods of technology development and demonstration, system concept architecture definition, and 

economic infusion analysis. Albeit not funded significantly to date, over the past half century SSP 

has progressed to be recognized as technically feasible, and perhaps on the cusp of financially viable 

for contemporary niche applications. Among nations, Japan shows the strongest interest in SSP today. 

Some implications of industrial-scale implementation of several alternative-energy technologies, 

including SSP, are compared. This comparison enables the discussion of paths toward sustainability 

to be lifted out of parochial advocacy of any, into a regime of systems engineering of total solutions. 

SSP is found to be expensive but attractive from the standpoint of scalability, land use, and cross-

coupling with geopolitical challenges.  
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